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The Scions were the four richest, most powerful guys at Valesca Academy, and they ruled the

school with iron fists. Everyone wanted to date them or be them...everyone, that is, except Maya

Lindberg, who just wanted to avoid them until she could graduate. She almost succeeded, until an

ill-advised outburst on her part put her right in the Scions' path. Just like that, one became her fake

boyfriend, one her unwanted matchmaker, one her guardian angel, and the one she couldn't stand

the most? Yeah, he's her new housemate.A Young Adult romantic comedy that explores what

happens when a girl gets everything she never asked for, including a puppy, a new wardrobe, and,

possibly, even true love.
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This was a really great book. It had moments of hilarity, suspense, and sweetness. Maya Lindberg

is on her Senior year and her second year at Valesca Academy. It is a private school that is filled

with many rich kids but the richest and most powerful are the Scions. They are the four most

popular and powerful students in the school and their descendants created the school. Maya spent

her whole Junior year trying to stay under the radar and off the Scions sights. But her Senior year



she messed up and had an outburst and now she is in their sights.Maya is a wonderfully down to

earth character who doesn't get wrapped up in money and such. Everyone in school and around

wants to be the Scions friends or part of them and she wants the opposite. But she realizes that the

Scions are so much more than they appear. Carlos is quiet but he loves so many of the same things

that Maya loves and he's like a new best friend. Parker is a playboy and can be majorly perverted

but he's caring and he will be there for someone he cares about. Zack is a musician and appears to

be happy go lucky all the time but there is more under the surface. Roman is so much more than he

appears. He seems cold and demanding but he can be sweet and tender.Maya found people that

were so much more than they appeared and found another type of family. They are wonderful

friends and they will be there for one another when needed.Definitely must read. So worth it.

This was very cute. It was a fun and quick read. I love k-drama's and Boys over flowers was my first

so it hold a special spot in my heart even though I felt the last few episode of that series was

lacking. This book really reminding me of that story with the scions being the F4 but a little bit more

fun. I only really have two complaints one there was no real love triangle which isn't really a

complaint but maybe could of juiced it up or who knows maybe woulda taken away.... and second,

with such a steamy exciting teasing scene it felt dry and boring and glossed over all the romance

after words... I mean it goes from the tension and stuff of that scene to and then they made love.

Moving on next! Also LOVE the grandmother !!!!!!!!!

The author throws around the word "bipolar" like it's nothing. It is offensive and ignorant to use a

real mental illness that way. By using the disorder in this way, the author is dismissing the

tribulations those affected and their families go through. She says, "I mentally added bipolar to his

list of negative attributes, then smiled sweetly." Bipolar disorder isn't a "negative attribute," how do

you think those effected feel when they see this? Not to mention bipolar disorder isn't a mood swing,

so it's being used incorrectly. If they were serious about this, they would have researched what

bipolar disorder really is. I am down right disgusted.

Like many other comments before me, this book is a pretty close copy to the manga series, "Boys

over Flowers". There is very little diversity or originality, as the characters, story, and even the

pacing are a reminder of the manga.Usually I can handle books that have similar stories, like

Cinderella, but have unique twists, like Mechanica or Ashes to Roses. I was hoping something

unique when I started reading this book. However, there is barely any variation here. In fact, the



similarities are so loud and frequent, it feels like I'm re-reading a less interesting form of the manga,

as I was able to predict each plot point as I read.Kinda wish I could return it, because I'm too

frustrated to finish it.

Story told through multiple p.o.v.s, but mostly MayaÃ¢Â€Â™s storyRoman, her *destined* love (as

decided by his friends), is a gigantic jerk & though Maya falls for him I was glad she told him off

first.The Scions, the rich, powerful & popular kids at the private school, turn out to be perfectly

suited to be Maya's friends once she's accepted in the circle. It's a perfect Prince Charming fantasy

-- though Roman remains an ill-tempered, jealous entitled rich boy even after becoming a bit

vulnerable with Maya. I actually appreciated that his character stayed consistent & Maya didn't

excuse his behavior or forget how he used to be just because he is a good kisser.I guess what

didn't work for me was that it seemed that the author was working so hard to keep this book "young

YA" that we didn't get to see much of what it was like once Maya & Roman got together. 2/3 of the

book are spent on friends trying to force them together & I guess I didn't get to feel much payoff. I

get the "fade to black" before sex, but it seems like the whole book was leading up to it to, but then

cut out so quickly.I did enjoy this group of friends, and would like to follow along on their adventures

in other books. Ultimately, I'm hoping to see more of what it's like when Maya & Roman can actually

enjoy each other's company.

This book was not what I expected it to be. The beginning was strong and I intriguing and incredibly

funny but then half way through just fell completely flat. The main character became super whiny

and to me changed from an shy to herself gal to just this annoying hypocritical girl who changed the

second she got what she wanted. Not work the $ in my opinion

Well written and seemed good but couldn't deal with the way it was edited
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